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Editors’ Welcome

Hello and welcome to issue 15 of The Bangor Literary Journal.

We are delighted to feature an interview with highly respected and hugely talented poet
Ray Givans. Our featured writer is Sue Divin who talks about her award-winning YA
novel ‘Guard Your Heart’.

You can read the 16 shortlisted FORTY WORDS Competition pieces in both the poetry and
the fiction section. We are delighted to announce that Maurice Devitt won the poetry
section, while David Lewis took first place in the fiction section.

In addition, this issue is packed full of exceptional poetry, fiction, art and photography.

If you haven’t entered the 9th Annua Bangor Poetry Competition, then there is still time!
The deadline has been extended to 14th September, and this year’s theme is ‘freedom’. We
welcome all types of poetry, including prose poetry and experimental pieces. This year’s
winner will be announced in the beautiful Chamber Room in Bangor Castle as part of
Aspects Literary Festival—it will be very special.

We hope you enjoy issue 15 and do check out our YouTube Channel, where you can watch
the FORTY WORDS shortlisted pieces being read and the winners being announced; and
enjoy readings by Ray and Sue.

Love and best wishes

Amy and Paul

https://amylouisewyatt.com/
https://thebangorliteraryjournal.com/
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Feature
FORTY WORDS 2021
Competition Winners
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FICTION WINNER
David Lewis
A UK-French national, David X Lewis has worked as a foreign correspondent, writer
on AIDS for WHO, and assistant director general of the European Broadcasting
Union. He now devotes himself to travel and writing from his home in FerneyVoltaire, just inside France’s border with Switzerland. David’s early collection of
sonnets won a prize at Cambridge University. Several pieces for the stage have been
premièred by the Geneva English Drama Society and published in the annual
literary review Ex Tempore. The first chapters of his third novel, Made in Hungary,
were published by Panorama Journal and nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
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The papier-mâché cherub

The baby angel hangs from our ceiling, chubby legs paddling air like water. For
three years our son adorned him at Christmas. For five he has gathered dust above
us. We couldn’t bear to pack another infant in a box.

By David Lewis
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FICTION RUNNER UP
Sheila McHugh
Sheila was born on Achill Island; once an islander, always an islander. After
wandering, physically and metaphorically, she is back where she started. One of the
benefits of retirement (as teacher and lecturer) and lockdown, is the gift of time.
Writing has always been a necessity and a passion for her, though the end product of
that writing has not always ventured over the bridge that connects the island to the
mainland. Sheila has had fiction, creative non-fiction and poetry pop up in various
publications. She is Chairperson of the Achill Heinrich Böll Association:
http://heinrichboellcottage.com
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The Winkler

Needle in hand, a dish of winkles on the counter behind which she stood, waiting.
She could wheedle news out of the most unsuspecting of customers. The delicate
manoeuvre of extricating the snail from the shell, intact. She was good.

By Sheila McHugh
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FICTION HIGHLY COMMENDED
Marilyn Timms
Marilyn Timms has been widely published online and in print. Her second poetry
collection Deciphering the Maze, (Indigo Dreams, 2020) explores falling in love,
marriage and loss. It charts how she and her husband navigated a way through
their own and each other's cancers to a joyous reaffirmation of life.
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Deliverance

I search photographs, conjure counterfeit memories, cannot find you.
Everything is fog. A neighbour’s cat wraps around my legs. My absent-minded hand
fondles its back, remembers the silk of your hair. In the release of tears, I rediscover
your voice.

By Marilyn Timms
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FICTION COMMENDED
Bríd McGinley
Bríd McGinley is from Co. Donegal. She writes short fiction, poetry and creative
non-fiction. Her work has appeared in The Bangor Literary Journal, Sonder Magazine,
The Honest Ulsterman, The Bramley and FlashFlood, and she has read at TenX9.
@BridMcG
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Walking in the Light

‘Where’re my glasses?’ Tom said, voice laced with frustration. Marie watched
paper drift from desk to floor, heard frantic rustling in the drawers.
Tom’s eyes glinted with accusation, while hers admired the light sparkling
from spectacles nestled in his hair.

By Bríd McGinley
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FICTION SHORTLIST
Linda Hutchinson
Linda Hutchinson never really intended to be a writer. It just crept up on her about
six years ago and she hasn't managed to shake it off yet. Stories, poems and even a
novel for children have all appeared on her laptop. She especially enjoys the
challenge of working on flash fiction.
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1962, Aged 8

A man on TV said he had proof the world would end that night. It was very
convincing. I was terrified. My family laughed.
Next morning the sun shone through my bedroom curtains. My family teased me at
breakfast.
Moral of this story – your family will never understand you.

By Linda Hutchinson
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FICTION SHORTLIST
Stephen Smythe

Stephen Smythe is a Mancunian writer of short fiction and poetry. In recent years
(2017-2021) he has been shortlisted and long-listed in several prestigious
competitions including the Bridport Prize (Flash Fiction), Bath Flash Fiction Award,
and the Bangor Literary Journal Poetry Competition. He was second in the Bangor
Literary Journal FORTY Words Competition in 2019, and third in the Strands
International Flash Fiction Competition, in 2021. Stephen completed an MA in
Creative Writing at Salford University in 2018.
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Full House

Before the Hulme Hippodrome was converted into a community hub and managed workspace
units, Nell worked there for years as a bingo caller. She missed the job terribly. Only last
week when somebody asked her age, she replied, ‘Clickety click’.

By Stephen Smythe
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FICTION SHORTLIST
Robert Barrett

Robert Barrett lives in Wicklow, where he writes flash fiction, plays, and short
stories. He won first place in the RTE PJ O’Connor Awards in 2017 and 2020 and his
work has been published in the Fish Anthology, The Incubator, and on RTE Radio 1.
He is a co-editor of Splonk. Robert had two pieces shortlisted in this year’s
competition.
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Cradle

Bad luck, they said, to buy the wooden cradle, plenty of time yet. They painted. Lay
bright, new carpet. The door slides over it; a gentle swoosh: the cradle empty, the
room cold, and all the time in the world.

By Robert Barrett
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Saturday Man.

Smelly was 34 years married when she left; suddenly, one Saturday afternoon. He
remembers, because it was the day he bought the good strimmer; the Husquavarana
RJ169. She pushed by him, suitcase in hand, crying – the whole thing a mystery.

By Robert Barrett
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POETRY WINNER
Maurice Devitt
A past winner of the Trocaire/Poetry Ireland and Poems for Patience competitions,
he published his debut collection, ‘Growing Up in Colour’, with Doire Press in 2018.
His poems have been nominated for Pushcart, Forward and Best of the Net prizes
and his Pushcart-nominated poem, ‘The Lion Tamer Dreams of Office Work’, was
the title poem of an anthology published by Hibernian Writers in 2015. He is curator
of the Irish Centre for Poetry Studies site.
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The Retired Magician
sits framed
in the bedroom window,
like a bird in a gilded cage.
Night drops,
a shroud unravelling
to cover the house
and, when the morning sun
unpeels the darkness,
he is gone, a lone dove
perched on the chimney-pot.

By Maurice Devitt
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POETRY RUNNER UP
Charlotte Murray
Charlotte is an archivist and emerging writer from West Yorkshire with a degree in
English and Sociology. She has been published in CP Quarterly, Lucent Dreaming
and in the Mancunian Ways anthology (Fly on the Wall Press), and is due to be
published in the winnow. She was shortlisted in the Lord Whisky Sanctuary Poetry
Competition 2020, longlisted for the Dead Cat Poetry Prize 2021, and had two poems
shortlisted and one longlisted in the Hive Young Writers’ Competition 2020. She
enjoys walking, travel, reading and history. You can find her on Twitter
@charlouwriter or Instagram @walking.with.words.
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Hatching

my
thumb
an anchor
for a tiny
hand pale
and curled
as pupae I
can’t imagine
any other use
for a thumb
now the Burj
Khalifa of his
miniature
world but he
has already
grown wings
and flown
away

By Charlotte Murray
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POETRY HIGHLY COMMENDED
Phil Lynch
Phil Lynch’s poetry has appeared in a range of literary journals and anthologies and
has been featured on national and local radio. He was the winner of the
Intercollective Poetry Competition, a runner-up in the iYeats Poetry Competition
and shortlisted in a number of others. He is a regular performer of his work at
poetry and spoken word events and festivals. His collection, In a Changing Light,
(Salmon Poetry), was published in 2016.
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Whistler
The whistler spends his days
sifting sand through his hands,
sometimes by the sea,
sometimes on the land.
When I asked him why
he said it comforts him to know
there is more sand
than he has time.

By Phil Lynch
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POETRY COMMENDED
Diane Jackman
Diane Jackman’s poetry has appeared in Rialto, Spillway, optimum, snakeskin, Grey
Hen, small press magazines and anthologies in UK and US. Starting out as a
children’s writer with seven books and 100 published stories, she now concentrates
on poetry. She lives by a pond in rural Norfolk and runs a poetry café in Brandon in
the heart of the Breckland, England’s desert.
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Useful Tools
Dr. Alzheimer swung his hammer,
shattered, scattered the links of your memory,
spooned out the debris.
I tried to weave fresh patches on my loom,
stitch needle-point into a new design.
Failing, I can only pick up my pen.

By Diane Jackman
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POETRY SHORTLIST
Seamus Mc Dermott
Seamus is fifty-two years of age and completed a part-time creative writing course
two years ago. It was here he discovered a passion for writing. His main interest is in
poetry and he has been shortlisted in the Allingham Arts Poetry Competition 2020,
published in Little Gems magazine, Spring, Winter and Summer editions, Pendemic
(online), Stories From The Waterside (online), and had a video-poem selected for
screening at Reel Poetry / Houston Texas 2021 Film Festival. His first play has been
produced as part of Little Acorns, An Grianan Theatre Short Plays project and he has
recently had a poem published in Crossways Literary Magazine Issue 11.
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Neighbours
Infused shadows of granite headstones
shade neighbours as the rising and setting sun
glints of gold inlaid prayers
reflecting the flicker of light under
sacred hearts back-to-back on the hearth.
By Seamus Mc Dermott
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POETRY SHORTLIST
Gaynor Kane
Gaynor Kane is a Northern Irish poet from Belfast. She has two poetry pamphlets,
and a full collection, from Hedgehog Poetry Press, they are Circling the Sun,
Memory Forest, and Venus in Pink Marble (2018, 2019 and September 2020
respectively). She is co-author, along with Karen Mooney, of Penned In a poetry
pamphlet written in response to the pandemic (November 2020). Follow her on
Twitter @gaynorkane or read more at www.gaynorkane.com.
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Four Memories
The toe remembers
the other identical toe,
freckle branded.
The ankle remembers
glass slicing skin;
knitting stitches, loose ends.
The thighs remember
being painted red, sticking
together, rubbing.
The tummy remembers
swelling, becoming taut;
a footprint etched on skin.
By Gaynor Kane
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POETRY SHORTLIST
Iain Campbell
Iain’s poetry is inspired by his love of the landscape and the sea, often intertwined
with a tale of someone he has met, or of a journey undertaken. He is regular entrant
to the Bangor Poetry Competition, runner up in 2014 and commended in 2018. He
has had work published in the Blue Nib, The Honest Ulsterman, Lagan Online,
Dreich Poetry, Hedgehog Press and the Bangor Literary Journal. He is a 2020 SIAP
award recipient from the Arts Council NI, for work on his first anthology and his
first chapbook, Tidelines, was published this year.
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Greenwich
The observatory pillars
reflect red and blue;
the meridian strikes
its laser line, due north.
Cutty Sark, old oak,
rusty chains, mizzens,
halyards, creaking spars,
shadows climbing the rigging,
top sails long since furled;
waits for the wind to turn.

By Iain Campbell
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POETRY SHORTLIST
Robin Holmes
Robin Holmes is a retired former social worker who now jointly leads the
Causeway U3A Creative Writing Group. His work has appeared regularly in
the CAP’s Poetry in Motion journal and he has been shortlisted in the past
three Annual Bangor Poetry Competitions.
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Fred Dibnah
reared in a foundry
steeplejack steam engineer
chimneys downed
on a sixpence
dovetailed onto television
charisma polished with an oily rag
until cancer arrived
‘ bloody hell’
blew rivet in his boiler
were only thing
he could not fix
or understand
By Robin Holmes
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Kes Bradley

A Short History of Decay: An incessant advertising board allowed to crumble and
decay; born anew as urban abstract.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Kes Bradley

Insatiable City: Captured whilst meandering around Bristol, a city with an
insatiable appetite for street art.

Kes is a Bristol based photographer drawn to the mundane, and the overlooked. He
seeks to reframe our everyday surroundings through finding art in the juxtaposition
of shapes, textures, and historical layers. Instagram: @stevebullno9
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POETRY

Michael Farry

Michael Farry’s latest poetry collection, Troubles (2020), is published by Revival
Press, Limerick. Previous collections were Asking for Directions, (Doghouse, 2012)
and The Age of Glass, (Revival, 2017).
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Sounds in a Pandemic
Sounds carry much further in the hush of a pandemic.
Maybe I’m just being dramatic, she always said
I tended towards the big gesture, wanted everything
to mean more than it did. Sometimes a cough is just
a nervous tic. But these were different. When it started
everyone noticed birdsong as if they sensed our need
for reminders of survival, how song endures though
songsters pass. There I go again.
The chatty robin in your garden is not last year’s robin,
she reminds me, but I still make friends. And it’s true,
in the new stillness before nightfall sound does carry,
the swooping sycamore-circling swallows as loud
as the moan of absent jet planes, and the angry voices
the slam of the car door, the insistent footsteps half
a mile away seem at the kerbside, at our front gate,
the hall door, closer and closer.
By Michael Farry
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Bulbs
Death duties and the end of the slave trade
have squeezed the profits at the big house
so each November they plant acres of tulips,
from the gate lodge to the Greek Revival portico
and on down to the artificial lake with its
island and early twentieth century folly.
Publicity in the right magazines ensures
excitable trippers flock here, pay dues
to spend windy spring afternoons oohing
and ahing at the squadrons of colour,
regiments of type, browse the gift shop,
relax over coffee and cake in the café.
I remained determinedly unimpressed
but asked a keeper if there was a secret
I might adapt to semi-detached suburbia.
We buy new bulbs from Holland each year,
he said, allow these no second chance,
one flowering, then dig them up, rejects.
We share them out to local schools,
nursing homes, community centres,
hospitals, places that have to think twice
about a flower purchase, scared it might
be deemed an extravagant dereliction
of the public monies, a front page scandal.
Second hand flower gardens, I thought,
my favourite kind, second-chance Edens,
where colour, type and size are randomised,
where no-one is quite sure what will appear,
where failure is expected, success a bonus
and no one has to pay for perfect planting.
By Michael Farry
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FLASH FICTION

Derville Quigley

Derville Quigley is a writer and filmmaker originally from Monaghan now based in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. She is a founding member of Strange Birds, a
migratory writing collective. Her short stories have featured in The Ogham Stone,
the Blue Nib, Garfield Lake Review and 1001 Nights Cast. In 2014 she was awarded
the Irish Writer in the Netherlands Award. Her last short play was produced by
Cork Arts Theatre. Ever intrigued and surprised by the domestic and banal, she is
currently writing a novel.
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Clippings
I hear laughter. Not from downstairs or next door but outside. The window’s
open so it mixes with birdsong. Thrush, pigeons cooing and a distant hum of a
summer chainsaw.
My neighbour is dancing around his wife. She’s sitting on a kitchen chair in
the middle of the garden. In July they spend most of their time outdoors, their skin
turning the colour of old leather sofas.
But today she is wearing a black nylon cape. It’s blowing in the breeze. That’s
why they’re laughing.
He has a pair of scissors and seems drunk. Her hair is tussled. He tussles it
some more. His voice croaks, raspy from cigarettes, coughing up a punchline to
some old yarn. Head and shoulders shaking, he combs up a section and snips. Her
eyes are closed. Clippings flit across the freckles on her cheek. Their cat looks on in
disbelief.

By Derville Quigley
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POETRY

Joan Mazza

Joan Mazza has worked as a medical microbiologist and psychotherapist, and taught
workshops focused on understanding dreams and nightmares. She is the author of
six self-help psychology books, including Dreaming Your Real Self. Her poetry has
appeared in Italian Americana, Valparaiso Poetry Review, Prairie Schooner, Adanna
Literary Journal, Poet Lore, and The Nation. She lives in rural central
Virginia. www.JoanMazza.com
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A Long Convalescence
Prepared for three months of quarantine,
still stocked up for Ebola, I settled in, glad
to stay at home alone and return to art
and reading books. Not feeling isolated,
I reveled in unstructured time, no driving.
My favorite thing: an empty calendar,
no obligation to show up at a class or lunch
wearing my best face. The months grind on,
endless waiting until I might return to browsing
stores for art supplies and bargain books, yard
sales and thrift stores where I hunted starts
for poems, where wooden cigar boxes
hoped I’d take them home. Though I read slowly,
a book a week when I’m immersed, I can’t
resist ordering a book a day, habit I’d sworn
I’d quit. I get up to write my daily poem,
feed the cats, stay the day in the long thermal
underwear or sweatshirt I slept in, don thick
socks and sneakers only to dump kitchen scraps
in the woods or to get the mail—not more
than twice a week. I weigh myself to confirm
that I’m not gaining, but feel I’m lighter, less
dense, turning wispy, full of mist. What will I eat
for my next meal to hold me to this earth?
In a silent house, from any window, I watch
leaves fall and add to last year’s leaf mat. Let’s
find in this Covid time a lethargic equanimity.
Isn’t this the era of my rocking chair, where
I’ll read old journals, remember the thrill
of skin to skin? I shower, let my fists uncurl.

By Joan Mazza
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POETRY

Uttaran Das Gupta

Uttaran Das Gupta is a New Delhi-based writer and journalist. He has published a
book of poems, Visceral Metropolis (2017), and a novel, Ritual (2020).
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Octagonal Ruins

Octagonal tombs the Sayyids1 built—in lieu of cities, minars—fail
to please you. “They’re dead,” you declare.
This afternoon is not without guilt:
what brings you here to inhale our toxic air?2
What square upon square,
what strange astronomical chart
misled you?
Let’s take a green bench, start an archaeology of our ruins.
Conservation is a selfish act, iron grilles engirdling quartzite, lapiz lazuli,
our undoing.
Thorny bushes inhibit, detract
tourists.
Lovers leave us alone, even junkies.
Our lawns grow sterile, we get used to
mongrels, feral.

A festive sale at Khan Market.3
“Help me pick a shirt?”
“A cambric one?”

By Uttaran Das Gupta

1

The Sayyid Dynasty was the fourth of the five royal houses that ruled Delhi from 1206 to
1526. They did not have the political or economic power of the preceding Khiljis and
Tughlaq or the Mughals later on, and they have not left behind any major architectural
achievements. In contemporary New Delhi, they are remembered mostly for the tombs of
their kings at Lodhi Gardens. These tombs are characteristically octagonal in shape. Thanks
to the many tombs they constructed, their reign is often known as “maqbara reign” or the
reign of tombs, and the city of Delhi came to be called the city of tombs.
2 According to several international surveys, Delhi is the most polluted city in the world. Its
air has often been described as a toxic cocktail of industrial emissions, smoke, and
particulate matter.
3 A popular lifestyle district in central Delhi.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Yvonne Boyle

Lady of the Hedgerow: Sculpture. A recent addition to the River Mill Writers’
Retreat, Co Down
Yvonne Boyle has had a range of poems published in a variety of magazines, books
and online anthologies. She also enjoys taking photographs and has had a number
displayed at the Blackberry Path Art Studios, Bangor and included in the Bangor
Literary Journal.
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POETRY

Michelle Dennehy

Michelle Dennehy read English at Oxford University, and holds an M.A. in Novel
Writing from Manchester Metropolitan University. She lives in the Sperrins with her
husband and young family.
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Neck

Wanting so badly to slip through a rib-space,
dissolve like a stitch, become you – I remember.
The narcotic webs of talk and sex took me nowhere
near. Later, I shucked you like a cheap sandal,
a flutter-flap in my throat as I flagged down
the horizon, and the red bus abandoned
the kerb. Winched by some dusty mind-machinery,
the primitive burden of us rises sometimes.
Interloper husband, in my dreams, we share smoothcornered, aria-less nows. No clocks ticking our superfluity.
I wake and throw a prayer across the sky - - just in case you need it, over there in your invisible life.
Catch it! Keep it in your pocket all day long.
See? We wrung love’s neck, but we didn’t kill it entirely.

By Michelle Dennehy
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FLASH FICTION

Angela Mckean

Angela Mckean took her first steps in creative writing when she was a child. Poetry
was her first love, but her travels through England, Australia and France led to an
urge to branch out into prose-poems, flash fiction and short stories. She continues to
develop her style through creative writing courses, and through editing and
translating for publication. Her poems and short stories have been published in a
several small regional magazines and on-line.
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The season is over

Huge plums, ripely purple, some with rosy patches like a spreading blush. You
bought them at a farm shop, you said.
All the lunch stuff was gone from the fridge. Only the plums remained, not piled in
the usual plastic tub, but spread out in a curved porcelain bowl I hadn’t seen before.
Midnight. I’d finished reading the paper. Still sleep wouldn’t come.
Alone in the dark kitchen, I opened the fridge. Things look so different under one
small light.
The plums glowed. I touched one, feeling the tension in its taut, rounded skin, ready
to burst at a bite. That first taste, cool sweetness then the juice giving out into the
warmth of my mouth.
Next morning, I found you staring at the empty shelf. You turned, stone-faced.
‘Well, that’s it then,’ you said.
I want more of those plums, but the season is over.

By Angela Mckean
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FEATURED WRITER
SUE DIVIN

Sue Divin is a Derry based writer, with Armagh roots. With a Masters in Peace and
Conflict Studies and a career in Community Relations, her writing often touches on
diversity, reconciliation, borders and the legacy of the Troubles today. Her début
novel, Guard Your Heart (Macmillan 2021), has been described as ‘Profoundly
powerful, subtle and effective’ (The Guardian), ‘Outstanding’ (Irish Examiner), ‘A
deeply affecting, powerful book’ (Irish Independent) and ‘Compelling’ (Irish Times).
It was joint winner of the Irish Novel Fair 2019. Her short stories and flash fiction
have been published in The Caterpillar, The Cormorant, The Honest Ulsterman, The
Bangor Literary Journal and Splonk. Her second novel, Truth Be Told, will be
published in April 2022.
www.suedivin.com/ Twitter: @absolutelywrite/ Instagram: Sue Divin (Writer)
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Sue, we really appreciate you taking the time to chat with us. Tell us a little about
your writing journey.
I’m not sure how many people
stumble into writing from similar
routes to myself (the Derry literary
phrase would be ‘arse about face’).
January 2018 was the first time I’d
ever attended a creative writing
course. When I booked, I’d already
written a complete first draft of
Guard Your Heart without telling
a soul, and I was clueless as to how
I’d manage to get a babysitter for
the first session, never mind six consecutive Thursday nights. There was a ‘wile’
determination in me, something akin to a sense of purpose, about getting Guard Your
Heart out of my laptop and into the world. Thankfully, I’d also a blissful ignorance
about the competitiveness of submissions and the height of slushpiles.
In 2018 I took myself on a serious learning curve about writing. As well as the Irish
Writers Centre Novel Course in Derry with Bernie McGill, I signed up for an online
CBC (Curtis Brown Creative) 6 week Edit and Pitch your Novel course. I was also
accepted onto the X-Borders project with the IWC in Dublin. Yes, it is possible to
write a novel from out of nowhere if you are determined. It’s also necessary to
realise that learning how to self-edit and improve that first draft will take just as
much time and effort. Possibly more. It’s also a vital part of the journey to find (or
create) a writing community. Honestly? Without all the random connections,
encouragers and mentors I’ve found on my writing journey, Guard Your Heart
wouldn’t be published.
It's fair to say that, barring school homeworks, some chronic teen poetry and a
smidge of singer-songwriting, Guard Your Heart was the first prose fiction I’d
written. I had published a textbook, but fiction was a completely different skillset.
Through 2018 and 2019, in between novel edits, I discovered the world of flash
fiction. And open mics. And literary journals. And writing competitions. And
literary festivals… A new world opened up in front of me and I was captivated. All
this time, I was still editing Guard Your Heart. Edit every line to reduce wordcount by
25,000. Edit every line to strengthen voice. Edit plot. Edit grammar. Edit formatting.
Reflect on some mentoring feedback. Edit. Edit. Edit. With hindsight, it would have
been easier to have read Into the Woods or had an inkling about voice, acts, structure,
character arcs and all that great stuff before writing a first draft (but then I also meant
that ‘arse about face’ line from earlier). Eventually, I lit candles, said the prayers and
sent it off to the Caledonia Novel Award and the IWC Novel Fair 2019.
53

On a grey, flat Friday in December, the text bleeped sometime around lunch. Emma.
Please tell me you’ve checked your emails? I hadn’t. I did. Aaaaahhhhhhhh! Mad pacing
round the kitchen. Rechecking of the message multiple times. Remember to breathe.
Aaaaahhhhhh! Caledonia Novel Award. LONGLISTED!!!! Later the same day,
driving through the Sperrin mountains, my mobile buzzed. In pitch black, with
dodgy 4G and rain almost drowning out the call, the Irish Writers Centre told me I’d
made the final of the Irish Novel Fair – a pitch event to agents and publishers. That
was the first day I knew Guard Your Heart had a sliver of hope of getting published.
The first day I thought maybe, just maybe, I wasn’t completely insane to have
embarked on novel writing with no roadmap. No training. No clue. By February
2019 I was shortlisted in Caledonia and sitting in the Irish Writers Centre in Dublin
pitching directly to agents and publishers. That’s where I picked up the amazing
Laura Williams (Greene & Heaton) as my agent. Of course, that triggered further
edits…
Winning a bursary in July 2019 for the John Hewitt Summer School in Armagh was
mind-blowing. It was a momentous week for more than one reason. Having received
a phone call two weeks previously (on my birthday, in the middle of a Flash Fiction
workshop in Letterkenny with Nuala O’Connor) saying a publisher had made an
offer, I found myself at JHSS on the Marketplace theatre steps taking the call that
agreed the two-book deal with Macmillan. It felt surreal. Often, it still does.
Your first novel Guard Your Heart published
by Macmillan was shortlisted for the
Caledonia Novel Award and was Joint
Winner of the Irish Novel Fair. What
inspired you to write it?
I have two main answers to this. The not-soliterary one is ‘boredom’. Envisage evenings
on repeat as follows: child sleeping, single
parent, tatty armchair, no babysitter, every
night, after work, day after week, month after
year... Somewhere around year two the TV
lost its appeal, I got an idea for a story and
started typing. Characters turned into
company and walls turned into opportunity.
The more professional sounding answer
relates to my day job. For over fifteen years
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I’ve worked in peace and reconciliation in Derry, Northern Ireland. In 2016 much of
the peacebuilding focus was on what we term the ‘Decade of Centenaries.’ Ireland
from 1912 – 1922 went through a period of turbulence and violence – politics and
power struggles between those fighting for independence from Britain and those
fighting to remain part of the UK. 2016 was the centenary of the Battle of the Somme
in WW1 and the Easter Rising. In the Community Relations field I work in, people
were asking how we could explore the past in a way which also remembered our
future. Home in the tatty armchair after work each evening, my brain was asking
who is telling the story of the present? Aidan and Iona and Guard Your Heart were
birthed out of that process. I wanted to tell the story of two teenagers, both born on
the day of the Good Friday peace deal who had never lived a single day during The
Troubles. I wanted to write the legacy of the Troubles and the complexity of peace.

What has the reaction been
to the novel and how do
you feel now that it is out
there in the world?
Overwhelmingly, the
feedback to Guard Your
Heart has been positive. I’m
still amazed every time I
read a positive review in a
national or regional paper –
or when someone in the
far-flung diaspora tells me they’ve bought my novel in their local shop. Much as
there’s no denying it’s great to get positive reviews from writing critics and book
bloggers, it’s also the feedback from individual readers, adults and teens, that I find
encouraging. Often, readers or book groups I don’t know will find or tag me on
various social media apps or through my website and tell me what the book meant
to them. That always makes my day.
I also love that the feedback has come from adults and teens. Guard Your Heart
always felt like a genuine crossover novel to me. It wasn’t even originally written as
‘YA’ because I wasn’t even aware of the term when I started writing. Publishing and
bookshop shelving is what requires novels to fit a ‘category’ for marketing, so I’m
always glad when people see beyond that and find the books that are right for them.
On the centenary of Northern Ireland and Partition, I did a workshop with some
Year 13’s in ‘Iona’s’ school (Foyle College). The insight and questions they brought
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to the conversation was stunning. I’ve also delivered adult community workshops
with women’s groups, interface groups and faith-based groups with a focus on
dialogue around the issues and themes in Guard Your Heart. I’ve found that deeply
rewarding. The novel seems to create a safe space for people to talk about their own
experiences either in the past or in the present day of Northern Ireland. Book groups
I’ve heard from have also said the story is a ‘page-turner’ and has generated lots of
discussion from their members. Fiction is a powerful tool for creating empathy, and
in all my years of working to build peace, it’s clear to me that empathy is a powerful
tool for building peace. Ultimately, that quest to create empathy is why I write. If the
book gets people talking and thinking, I’m happy. If it makes them laugh, cry and
smile too, even better.
Do you have plans to write another novel or are there any other projects in the
works?
Absolutely. Truth Be Told is due for publication in April 2022. It’s another YA /
Crossover – gritty, contemporary, Northern Ireland in the same style as Guard Your
Heart, but not a sequel. Instead of a Romeo and Juliet, think more Parent-TrapMeets-Derry-Girls. Two sixteen-year-old-girls. Tara from Derry. Faith from rural
Armagh. Their lives are pretty different, but in a chance meeting, they discover they
look almost identical... So begins a quest to uncover some home truths. If Guard Your
Heart had more of a focus on the ‘traditional divide’, Truth Be Told explores the
stories that don’t fit the traditional narrative, particularly the stories of women. Set
in 2019, the backdrop is the real context of no government for three years, women’s
rights, LGBTQ+ rights, and victims/survivors
pensions. Sometimes who you are is not what
you expect…
Thanks so much for chatting with us Sue.
Finally, thinking back over your writing
career, what have been your most rewarding
moments?
I’m not sure I’d call it a ‘career’ yet, but when
anything on my writing journey has happened
for the first time, those are the most treasured
moments. The time in Derry I met another
writer, inhaled the steam from an Americano
and dared speak the words, ‘I think I’ve written
a novel…’ The time in Dublin I sat downstairs
in the Irish Writers Centre gazing at walls of
books thinking, how did I blag my way onto this
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X-borders project? Attending my first writing course. The June lunchtime stood in the
office carpark when the inbox on my mobile announced my first short story
acceptance for an online journal. My first flash fiction reading (Armagh Flash
Fiction). My first ‘paid gig’ (North West Words). Sitting in the Sandwich Co. on
Bishop Street wondering, is anyone actually going to turn up for this writers group I’m
starting? Did I mention driving 2 hours in torrential rain and fog one December to
read 200 words at a Bangor Literary Journal event? Every bit worth it. I think on
most writing journeys there are a lot of rejections, so to be honest, any ‘yes’ moment,
no matter what scale is always rewarding.
Of course, there have been memorable moments on the ‘Guard Your Heart’ journey.
A mentoring session with Bernie McGill and getting a ‘yes’ to that big writing
question – Is this good enough for submissions? The longlisting and shortlisting
‘yes’ from the Caledonia Novel Award and IWC Novel Fair in 2019. The Monday
morning dread-to-open-agent-probably-rejection-email from my now agent, Laura
Williams, that said ‘I love your novel…’ And the phonecall where we agreed, ‘Yes’,
with Macmillan (the truth of which didn’t sink in until after meeting my editor,
Rachel Petty, in London.) The memory of the ‘zoom’ launch in April still makes me
smile. Despite lockdown, it was a blast. Although I was alone in my kitchen sipping
Prosecco, I was also in a crowd of family and friends, many of whom would never
have been able to travel to Derry if the launch had been in person. I bounced around
my house high on adrenalin for many hours afterwards.
Out of all of this, if I had to pick what feels the most rewarding, it’s when someone
out of the blue, reviews the book and I get a sense of the impact it’s having out there
in the ‘real’ world. There’s one on Good Reads by a young person born in the same
year as Aidan and Iona in the novel. She says, ‘This book made me feel seen.’ That
blew me away.
Get a copy:
https://littleacornsbookstore.co.uk/
https://www.waterstones.com/book/guard-yourheart/sue-divin/9781529041675
https://www.whsmith.co.uk/products/guard-yourheart/sue-diven/paperback/9781529041675.html
https://www.easons.com/Guard-Your-Heart9781529041675
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Guard-your-Heart-SueDivin/dp/1529041678/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0
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Extract: Guard Your Heart
By Sue Divin
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You can read more of Chapter 1 here:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Guard-your-Heart-Sue-Divinebook/dp/B08KQGZDBD/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?asin=1529041678&revisionId=&for
mat=4&depth=2
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POETRY

Loukia Borrell

Loukia Borrell is the American-born daughter of Greek-Cypriot
immigrants. A native of Toledo, Ohio, she was raised in Virginia
Beach and has a bachelor's degree in English/journalism from Elon
University. She is a former journalist and freely admits most of her
poetry is inspired by her mistakes and regrets. Her poetry and essays
have appeared in The Washington Post, bioStories.com, West Texas
Literary Review, Blue Heron Review, Voice of Eve, The Mark Literary
Review, Neuro Logical and elsewhere.
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You Are On The Floor Again
This time, the call came in while
I was out of town, helping your
granddaughter move out of her
college apartment. I sat on the
hotel bed, listening. Same story.
A nurse said they found you
on the floor, in another unit,
in someone’s room. Your wheelchair
nearby. No broken bones or cuts.
They put you back in your bed.
I wondered what was going
through your mind. Were you
looking for the beaded hairnet you kept
in a secret section of your wallet?
The special one you wore on windy Sundays.
We would walk into church and I hoped everyone
was staring at you as we went by the pews.
That hairnet has ruby beads, they’d say.
I declare, ruby beads and black hair.
I thanked the nurse for calling me
and sank deeper into the mattress. You didn’t
know you were still my mother. I was
your child, though, still clutching the
phone, listening to news about you.

By Loukia Borrell
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POETRY

Patrick Deeley

Patrick Deeley has published seven collections with Dedalus Press, the latest being
'The End of the World', for which he received the 2019 Lawrence O'Shaughnessy
Award. He has recently had poems in The London Magazine, SurVision, The
Manoa Journal, and in Staying Human, an anthology edited by Neil Astley. has
published seven collections with Dedalus Press, the latest being 'The End of the
World', for which he received the 2019 Lawrence O'Shaughnessy Award. He has
recently had poems in The London Magazine, SurVision, The Manoa Journal, and
in Staying Human, an anthology edited by Neil Astley.
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Syntax
For GC
So begins the long journey down, bit by bit,
to tie your laces. May as well stay here
a while, you say up at us, enjoy the scenery.
Ah, the wry journey back, mouthed
to when you were standing tall and youthful,
a woman’s name sibilant on your lips.
Is it a tree? Is it a flower? Just hand me
that – thing, glass, cutlass. So you
wrestle and wriggle, droll about your debacle.
Merciful hour, there’s elbow room
in the rumbly roundhouse lingo you roll out –
drumlin country; you are bigfoot
bounding over grass theatres of childhood,
gifted a rabbit and a ferret which
cuddle up together ‘scarified’ in a wooden
Tilley-lamp box whose edges nip your knees
on a bus jig-jogging home to Dublin.
At Inchicore the rabbit scarpers away past
the piggery, but the ferret stays,
clucking or dooking in your light-hearted care;
say more, say you pull a pint for us
in the Goldenbridge Tavern of your memory,
no matter if we are underage, the pint
mythological, and every blessed utterance
a far holler even from this jammed,
inchoate syntax you can no longer unshackle.
What linger are gags you raise, galumphs
and gadabouts, books you have made tender
in the turn of a hand or a phrase.
Life is little, getting littler, a bare headspace
the last place you will be left with,
core remnant of a collapsed star. Propped,
slipped from joy, still somehow
looking fresh-faced as when you were a boy.

By Patrick Deeley
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FLASH FICTION

Marina Sofia

Marina Sofia is a global nomad, writer, literary translator, reviewer and co-founder
of Corylus Books, publisher of translated crime fiction with a social edge. Her work
has appeared or is forthcoming in The Poetry Breakfast, Galway Review, GFT
Presents, Clear Poetry, Cerasus Magazine and Culture Matters.
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Hypersensitive

That first fortnight, the cat spends more time under the bed than on it. When she
hides in the underwear drawer I left open by mistake, my husband starts sniffling.
‘I think I might be allergic to cats.’
‘But your mother has cats. Never seems to bother you when we visit.’
‘I don’t touch my mother’s underwear.’
He barely touches mine anymore. Nevertheless, we make an appointment to see the
doctor. Naturally, I have to accompany him to translate. Four years of living in our
new country, and he still hasn’t learnt basic vocabulary. He keeps pointing towards
his nose; the doctor asks about itchy skin instead.
Many futile gestures and rapid translations later, he leaves with nothing but a saline
solution for clearing out sinuses.
Nevertheless, the cat is banned to the guest room. I find her sometimes curled up at
the foot of the children’s beds. A few weeks later, I move to the guest room so that I
do not disturb my husband, switching on the light when insomnia strikes.
The cat outlives the marriage. She still waits on the windowsill every day for the
children, who are no longer children, to come home.

By Marina Sofia
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PAINTING

Terry Brinkman

Mary: Latex and acrylic on recycled board.
My impression of Mary, God's mother
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PAINTING

Terry Brinkman

Angel: Acrylic and ink on art paper.
The Angel I can see out of the corner of my eye, as my friend lies in bed with
COVID.
Terry Brinkman started painting in junior high school. He has had painting shows at
the Eccles Art Center and paintings published in the Literary home girl volume 9 &
10, Healing Muse volume 19, (2019), SLCC Anthology (2020), and in the book
Wingless Dreamer: Love of Art. Detour and meat for tea; The Bangor literary journal
Issue 13 and Cacosa Magazine.
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POETRY

Beth Kilkenny

Beth Kilkenny writes mostly poems and short fiction. Beth has been published in the
York Literary Review, The Blue Nib Literary Magazine, Selcouth Station, and
Lunate. Beth was a participant in the MumWrite experimental writing development
programme funded by Arts Council England. She has an MA in Literary Studies.
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the girls at the next table

are free to talk about themselves,
talk about the people they know,
talk about everything they are sure of
in falling over sentences that go up
and never come back down.
The girls are free to sip their cocktails
with bitch please lips and talk about
the woman who was killed the ins and outs, the coat, the keys,
Who’s having the pasta? me, thank you,
something I miss, one girl stands,
two girls hug, and plates are cleared
but they are not finished
with the dead girl - they’ll share a brownie,
and another drink, they put it altogether,
the coat, the keys, the fire, the woman,
but except - why? Why they ask,
the girls don’t know why but tonight they will
walk home with their keys in their fists,
as they carry on their conversation
even though they have nothing left
to say. It's just so sad, the girls agree,
everything was great thanks,
the girls scrape their chairs,
the girls are free to go.

By Beth Kilkenny
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POERTY

Marion Oxley

Marion Oxley lives amongst the flood plains of the Calder Valley, West Yorkshire.
She is a frequent visitor to Scotland. Her poems have most recently been published
in The Blue Nib, The Fenland Journal, Artemis. She’s a Forward Prize nominee and her
debut pamphlet In the Taxidermist’s House will be published by 4Word Press in
October.
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Taking Elevenses with Leucothea on Shetland
(Partial eclipse, UK, Thursday, 10th June, 2021)
I heard there was a woman on Shetland who saw the sun as a biscuit. I listened to her
voice rise and fall on the glittering backs of whitemaa. Words being carried like ghosts
on the wet wings of cormorants as they sped across cresting waves. She tells her
daughter the moon has taken a bite out of it. On the shore, watches the consummation.
Eclipse glasses balanced on the end of sunburnt nose. I remember kneeling on the
hand-stitched, wine-coloured cushion, lips already parted, waiting. Tongue pushed
forward like some emerging sea creature; plump muscle ready to accept this delicate
communion. On the tip of tongue, a lightness, a dissolution of body, a taste of brine.
She’s hardly noticing the sea, the colour of tea slopping around her feet. At eleven
o’clock, the moon’s waning pull dunks her under the waves. The woman who wasn’t
all there, rocks like a boat. She could have been walking the tombola to St Ninian’s Isle
when you saw your mother, a dark rabbit running the edge of a field. Now you’re
pulling the sea over your head like a jumper, shivering on the frayed edge of knowing
separation. There’s a chill in the air. Spoondrift is stirring up the seas’ unrest, casting
a veil over everything. Wind-blown grey waves sigh.
The sun reappears casts a twinkle in the eye of a storm in a teacup.

NB Leucothea is the sea goddess of spoondrift (northern or Scottish word for spindrift).

By Marion Oxley
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POETRY

Mike Samra

Mike Samra lives in New Orleans, having otherwise dwelled primarily in New York,
with deviations in between. Educated at Brooklyn College, formerly an assistant
editor at Lungfull! poetry magazine, his writings have received the Himan Brown
Award and Hillary Gravendyk National Prize. He has a book of poetry forthcoming
from Inlandia Institute.
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There are Umbrellas

God, I remember umbrellas
over tables in rainy plazas in foreign
cities where I faltered on rusted feet
wishing I could sit at every one of them —
God, give me all of your money! and
eternal life, so I can dine at these tables
with my friends, for all eternity, I don’t even care
if it rains all the time, haven’t I just said
there are umbrellas? I want to sit and dine
and drink their weak watery beers, for all
eternity . . . It was with this thought
that I and the shred of shadow that clung to me
like a barnacle passed through one of these plazas
in question. I liked the city like this, ungoverned,
no mayor in sight, just people going about their business
wondering what the hell is going on,
it was relaxing in its way. The shadow
that clung to me kept silent, as shadows
do, so I had no clue how it felt about all this;
the rain was picking up
as if the sky, too, was desperate to sit under those umbrellas

By Mike Samra
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FLASH FICTION

Mandira Pattnaik

Mandira Pattnaik's work has appeared or is forthcoming in Best Small Fictions 2021,
Flash International Short-Short Magazine, Atlas & Alice, Citron Review, Watershed
Review, Passages North, and Timber Journal among other places.
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High Spirits

Descending on lunar surface, he radios earth, maps terrain, collects samples, plants
flag. Then jumps with joy. Six times high. Eventually it’s a flea market just raising its
head above the waves. The clamor of bells at the Sebastian Church, and his cousin
saying, ‘Ajeah has been calling you.’ He ignores Sanju, responds to the tall man in a
baseball cap, ‘Five mouths.’ The tourist squeezes in an extra dollar in his hands,
imagines a brood of hungry kids waiting for papa, then scrabbles around in the
darkness after entering a massive dome with moist pungent odor, the mix of
perfumes.
The reel begins to unspool on cloth screen hung on poles, a fool’s distraction in this
quiet beach town. Thinking it’s money’s worth, audience gapes.
Now, he retreats to the gloom. Radios earth, maps terrain, collects samples, plants
flag. Same as the Armstrong movie screening. Imagines just Ajeah and himself. On
lunar surface. Showing her around. Maria and terrae, without the shadow of earthian
troubles. Saying, they needn’t wait for Ajeah’s mother, stiffly against a man barely
earning enough to feed himself, to approve the union. Because a moon is a moon is a
moon.

By Mandira Pattnaik
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Stohm Gabrielle

Autumn Rose Photography
Nature scraping at night, in the city.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Stohm Gabrielle

Flying: Photography
Tramp freedom. Taking a break from year 11 study.

Stohm Gabrielle is a young photographer, based in Central Victoria, Australia, on
Tungurung country. He is taken by colour, with interests in portraiture and street
photography.
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POETRY

Hilary Sallick

Hilary Sallick is the author of Asking the Form (Cervena Barva Press, 2020) and Winter
Roses (Finishing Line Press, 2017). She lives in Somerville, Massachusetts, USA,
where she teaches reading and writing to adult learners. She also serves as the vicepresident of the New England Poetry Club. Her poems appear or are forthcoming
in Pangyrus, The Inflectionist Review, San Pedro River Review, Ibbetson Street, and other
journals. To learn more, go to hilarysallick.com.
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A Spider
I walked through the rooms
with a damp cloth
cleaning surfaces.
In the kitchen some filaments
of spiderwork
extended from the window
to the cutting board that leaned
against the pane (our view
of woods, birch, oak, pine).
Gently, I extracted the board.
On the dusty sill were things we’d left,
one or the other of us,
over the months. I lifted
the jar, the shell, the screwdriver.
Then a pale yellow spider
traveled down its silk and
into a cup. So I moved that cup
last of all and took it outside, tilted it
to spill the spider into freedom.
But no, the spider, within its own
weaving, stayed firmly stationed.
I finished my tasks, walked
along the shore. When I looked later,
it was resting, easeful, near the mouth
of the cup. Then it darted back
to the interior. That evening
we ate by candlelight
and were thoughtful, saying little.
What happened at night
as we slept? for by morning
the cup had been turned
mouth down, neatly closing
the exit.
I lifted it and looked inside,
there was the spider still — slender,
long-limbed, able to build
of the self it extrudes.
Is that what it’s doing now?
I left it again
and came here.
By Hilary Sallick
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FLASH FICTION

Angela Hanyak

Angela Hanyak’s writing about food, music and culture has appeared in The
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, The Post and Courier, Trouvé Magazine, and The
Charleston City Paper. Her fiction has appeared in Reunion: The Dallas Review. She
lives in Frankfurt, Germany and tweets @angelahanyak.
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Leaving the Sleepover Early

When Keely returned from the bathroom, the girls were crowded around the
television. The old movie looked biblical, its desert landscape stark against an
opulent palace. A kohled queen stood on a balcony.
The frame retreated, revealing a giant orb above the palace roof. Keely felt nauseous,
the moon’s insidious glow turning her stomach. She slowed her breathing, careful to
not betray her phobia. Steffi Parson would tell everyone in fourth grade what a baby
she was, Keely was sure. She refocused.
The queen reached into a basket. Out came two black snakes, one in each fist. Keely
dug her fingers into carpet and diverted her eyes. She was afraid of those, too. But
mixed with her terror was a thread of curiosity.
The queen was giving a speech, about honor and love and Egypt. Mistaking the
soliloquy for safety, Keely lifted her eyes, and the queen raised the writhing serpents
to her neck and the moon beamed its menacing rays, and as their fangs sunk into her
throat, the girls heard a soft thump at the back of the room, half a body hitting the
floor, while on-screen, Cleopatra was not yet dead.

By Angela Hanyak
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POETRY

Damien Posterino

Damien Posterino (he/him) is a poet currently writing full time. Damien is
Melbourne born but has also made London, Bangkok, Singapore & Mexico his
homes at different times. His poetry explores themes of characters, commentary and
capturing moments in time. He has been published in recent editions of Analogies &
Allegories Literary Magazine, Abergavenny Small Press, BOMBFIRE, Jupiter
Review, Fairy Piece Magazine and Poetic Sun Journal. You can find him on Twitter
at twitter.com/damienposterino
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In the Shallows
He faces the oceans mirror again.
Stops when it shatters above his thigh.
This feels like the right place to be.
He struts in the glistening azure ripples,
oiled muscles the colour of wild honey
and a curated chest from a stage show.
Under his breath he keeps whispering
as children circle around him laughing.
He looks out as curls of coast collapse,
their power exploding into angry foam,
throwing wave surfers like casino chips.
A bird skims the surface going out to sea
passing him like a fast train to the city.
Still he promenades in the shallows.

By Damien Posterino
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FEATURED POET
RAY GIVANS

Ray Givans was born in 1951, in Portadown, and brought up in the village of
Castlecaulfield, Co. Tyrone. Givans was a teacher of English in secondary schools in
Co. Down, and lives in Belfast. Givans’ poetry collections include: No Surrender
Castlecaulfield, (Lapwing Publications, 1993), Before Winter (Grendon House, Isle of
Lewis, 2000), Going Home (Lapwing Publications, 2004), The Innermost Room
(Salzburg Poetry Press, at the University of Salzburg, 2017). A collaboration with
artist, Tony Martin, Earth Works (Subway, Bristol, 2003). A first full collection,
Tolstoy in Love (Dedalus Press, 2009).
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Hi Ray, thanks for chatting with us. Firstly, could you tell us a bit about your
writing journey? When and why did you start writing?
One of my ‘A’ subjects was English Lit. On one occasion our teacher asked the class
to write a poem, after T.S. Eliot’s, ‘Wasteland’. When that teacher commended my
poem, and said it would go in the school magazine, it was the start of my long
relationship with poetry. The Faber Book of Modern Verse introduced me to Philip
Larkin and R.S. Thomas, and I was hooked.

You have had a very successful career as a poet, published in an array of
renowned journals, alongside your many poetry collections including the most
recent ‘The Innermost Room’. What
have been the most challenging and the
most rewarding aspects of publication
for you?
It is wonderful to see your first poem(s) in
print. After a lot of rejection slips, my first
poem was published in The Irish Press,
1982. I still have the yellowing newspaper
in which it appeared. Poetry editors are
busy people, who generally edit a
magazine because they believe in the
writing they are publishing. Normally,
they don’t have time to comment on your
work, but if they do, it is mostly
constructive, and helpful to the would-be
poet. Rejection slips are challenging, but
think of them in this way: rejection slips
are like colds, everyone gets them.

Many of your poems are rooted in history. Has history always been something
that you have been drawn to and how do you go about researching characters and
particular time periods for your work?
For the historical poems I start with biography, as I am interested in what motivates
other writers, particularly poets, and I tend to choose people who, at least, claim to
have a Christian outlook, even though their lives can be far from the ideals of that
which they profess. I can often get a fresh perspective on writers such as Tolstoy,
Dostoyevsky and Donne, by concentrating on others within their social and cultural
background. For example, I have written poems from the viewpoints of John and
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Anne Donne concerning their marriage. For accuracy I read up on the particular time
period, make notes, close the books and begin writing, sometimes in the voice of the
character I have studied.

As a poet. What have been your biggest highlights?
Highlights: Having a first pamphlet collection published with Dennis and Rene
Greig, Lapwing publishers; being awarded first and second prize in the first two
years of the Jack Clemo Memorial Poetry Competition, receiving a commissioned
sculpture in the inaugural year; as co-founder of The Squat Pen and The Squat Pen
on Tour poetry readings; being published in a collaborative poetry/artwork
collection with Glastonbury-based artist Tony Martin; having a first full poetry
collection published by Pat Boran, Dedalus Press. That collection being shortlisted
for the Strong award for best
collection published by an Irish
poet in that year; editing a
special Irish edition of
Christianity and the Arts,
Chicago; working with editor
Wolfgang Gortschacher of The
Salzburg Poetry Press, at the
University of Salzburg, to
produce a pamphlet of poems;
being invited to read at The
The readers at the Seamus Heaney Commemoration
Seamus Heaney Commemorative
Poetry Reading.
poetry reading, in Bellaghy.
What would be your three key pieces of advice for new poets?
Read as much contemporary poetry as you can. There is so much available now
online. One I like very much is, The American Academy of Poets. It is free to view,
but from time to time they ask you to consider a donation. This leads me on to the
next suggestion: small press publishers often depend for their continued existence
on subscribers, particularly those who still publish hard copies. Depending on your
pocket, try to subscribe to at least one of these.
Most writers would like, eventually, to be published in pamphlet or book form. I
suggest that you don’t approach an editor until you have published at least a dozen
poems in reputable magazines. Editors also like to hear of any success you may have
had in poetry competitions, or any readings in which you have taken part. Editors
may be more interested in publishing you if they see you are active in the poetry
scene. Hard reality is, they need to sell copies of your work.
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Finally Ray, have you any plans or projects
on the horizon?
Still chipping away at…and adding to a
second full collection.

The Innermost Room, Poetry Salzburg Press
https://www.poetrybooks.co.uk/products/theinnermost-room-by-ray-givans

Tolstoy in Love, Dedalus
https://www.dedaluspress.com/product/tolstoy-inlove/
Going Home, Lapwing, www.lapwingpoetry.com
No Surrender Castlecaulfield, Lapwing,
www.lapwingpoetry.com and Amazon books.
Before Winter, Grendon House, out-of-print.
Earth Works, Subway, Bristol. From the author,
r.givans@btinternet.com
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Development
The letter from Head Office
lies open on my desk; a blur of hieroglyphs
since I read, “…no longer required.”
They say it’s like the grief that follows death.
In these three months I slip away more
and more to the darkroom. When it comes
to closing day – Christmas Eve – the shop bell
will keep on chiming. The shutters,
with their familiar guttural, will rise again, New Year.
The customers I most dislike are those who come
to gather all the info, stats, who poke a finger
into every crevice of the equipment, then scurry off
to buy online. I no longer make a play of politeness;
give them twenty minutes. “Are you here to buy or not?”
If only I had insisted on online selling. If only
I had taken on Restorations. If only…
Most days my lunchbox remains unopened.
I walk the grounds of The City Hall,
where, recently, I watched the stuttering steps
and bobbing heads of a pair of ring-necked doves
dining-out on the lawns. One day the stouter female
failed to show. For days after
the male wandered in circles, stopped
at familiar places, as if in a daze.
Light? Employers from the Ford Motor Company
called twelve of us to a local hotel,
laid out an array of tests, full of pitfalls
and slips for the unwary. Only one was chosen.
I made the final cut. Hold on to this unsteady torch.
By Ray Givans
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Samuel Johnson : Penance
Rain penetrates his waistcoat, shirt, undergarments,
chills flesh and bone. Wig weighs heavy
as a sopping mop head. Uttoxeter. Utterly drenched.
Johnson seems oblivious, as if in a laudanuminduced state. Only by face tics
and involuntary body shudders, might onlookers
deduce that blood courses this man-mammoth.
Intent on atoning for sin that darkens his soul,
for two hours, more, Samuel stands upon the spot
where fifty years ago he refused to man
his father’s stall, on market day.
Fingers entwine a hawthorn stick,
eyes shut to women bustling past,
black-veined umbrellas and cloth-covered baskets
bumping against his saturated overcoat.
He seems unperturbed as a goose’s neck flares,
honks and spits at his silver-buckled shoes…
Sun fists through a cloud that lifts,
illuminates new Brighthelmston beach.
Tetty, reunited, clutches my arm,
parasol shading from start-of-summer sun,
as her white gown brushes sand and pebbles.
Out of the cold sea my father’s body rises, renewed,
benign as when that day, at shaded pool
and birdsong Stowe Mill, he taught me to swim.
From our brows melancholic creases are wiped away.
By Ray Givans

Tetty = Samuel Johnson’s wife, Elizabeth
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Mother to the Bride
Those hands would knead a child’s stooped head
as if applying carbolic along ribbed beads
of singing washboards, or stoking quagmires
of steaming clothes, doused in froth and suds,
while lip-reading through the steamie’s fog
and chattering chorus.
Those hands would rise for you at 3 a.m., break
the ice, snap sticks, light the outhouse
boiler, stoke and pummel a mass of clothes
in a seething cauldron, peg and raise, crisscross a yard, enclosed, in shade. A wash
that flapped against the unction of dark clouds
slow moving over uniform tenements.
And now those hands grown gnarled, arthritic
have gauged her body lose a pound each week
since the engagement. And yet, determined,
fumbling, drawing blood, she tacks the hem,
stitches and smooths with steaming iron
her daughter’s gown.
Today, those hands will hold the shaking stem
of a champagne glass, watch the fizzing liquid
froth and bubble over the lip, consent to toast
her daughter’s happiness, in a room ablaze
with starched white tablecloths.
By Ray Givans

Steamie = Public washhouse
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THE NINTH ANNUAL BANGOR
POETRY COMPETITION IS
NOW OPEN. WE ARE
ACCEPTING POEMS ON THE
THEME OF ‘FREEDOM’!
This year will see the Bangor Poetry Competition take on a slightly new format due to the
given circumstances. We are now accepting poems on the theme of ‘Freedom’.
You can email your poems to thebangorliteraryjournal@hotmail.com with the heading ‘9th
BANGOR POETRY COMPETITION- Your name’ .
You can enter up to six poems per person. The submission donation for poems is as
follows: One poem £4/ Three poems £10. Please pay the submission donation through
the PayPal link on the website and include your PayPal transaction number in the body of
the email.
All poems must be in English and previously unpublished (they should not have been
published online, in print, on social media or blogs). They should be no longer than 40
lines (not including stanza breaks) and can be in any style. (Traditional right through to
experimental)
Please attach your poems in a separate Word document with no trace of your name. All
submissions are read anonymously by the editorial team. Please title your documents as ‘9th
Bangor Poetry Competition’. Please use Times New Roman size 12, single space.
In the body of your email, please attach a 50 word third person biography and attach a
photograph of yourself, which will be used for publication if you are selected, alongside your
PayPal transaction number and contact details.
Interpret this theme as you may- we love to see exciting takes on the theme. We do advise
against titling your poem ‘Freedom’ — instead go for something original.
The deadline for submissions has been extended to midnight 14th September
2021. Within three weeks of the deadline a shortlist of 15 poems shall be
announced. These 15 poems will then be displayed on our website and voted on by the
public via email during a local festival. (Strictly one vote per person, which will be checked
carefully.)
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The winners will be announced at The Bangor Literary Journal Launch on Sunday 26th
September at 3pm in the Chamber Room, Bangor Castle. This is part of Aspects Literary
Festival and free tickets can be booked here: https://aspectsfestival.com/whats-on/bangorliterary-journal-launch

THIS YEAR’S PRIZES ARE:
First Place: £100 cash; a writing book and pen; a framed certificate; reading opportunities
and your poem shall hang for one year at The Blackberry Path Art Studios. Plus, a special
feature in issue 16 of The Bangor Literary Journal.
Second Place: £50 cash; a writing book and pen; a framed certificate, publication in The
Bangor Literary Journal.
Third Place: £30 cash; a writing book and pen; a framed certificate, publication in The
Bangor Literary Journal..
Fourth Place: £10 cash and a certificate, publication in The Bangor Literary Journal.
Fifth Place: £10 cash and a certificate, publication in The Bangor Literary Journal.
There shall also be 2 Highly Commended Poet certificates issued.

Guidelines:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Please email your submissions to thebangorliteraryjournal@hotmail.com with the
heading (9th BANGOR POETRY COMPETITION-Name)
Submit a maximum of six previously unpublished poems (we consider it published if it
has appeared on: social media, on line or in print) no longer than 40 lines long.
Poems should be single spaced and in New Times Roman, size 12.
Poems should be in a separate Word document attached to the email. There should not
be any trace of your name within the document, as work is read anonymously.
Include a brief note, author’s bio (no more than 50 words), contact details and an author
photo in the body of the email, with your PayPal transaction number.
We accept all forms of poetry, but it must be your best work.
Work cannot be changed once it has been sent to us.
We do not accept simultaneous submissions- Please DO NOT send us poems that
you have also sent (at the same time) to other competitions/ journals.
You retain the rights to your work, however we can use your work in upcoming features
etc. Please credit us in future with first publication of the piece.
You can enter from anywhere in the world.
We welcome established, emerging and first time poets!
All work must be your own original work.
You must be 16 years or older to enter.

Enter Here: https://thebangorliteraryjournal.com/thebangor-poetry-competition/
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